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STANLEY NAMED EDITOR OF TAPS 
Folk Names 
Officials Of 
1938 Annual 
Waters Is 
Selected As 
Treasurer 
Members Of Associate Staff 
To Aid Executive Com- 
mittee Members 
NEW SET-UP 
After completely reorganizing 
the departments of the Central 
Dance Association, CDA officials 
announced that Otis Morgan, 
Russell Waters, Fred Dunlap, 
and Tom Stanley would be the 
official members of next year's 
Central Danee Association. 
Morgan, from Laurens, was 
appointed Chairman of the or- 
ganization. Waters of Savannah 
will serve as officer in Charge of 
Finance; Dunlap of Rock Hill 
holds the position of Officer in 
Charge of Placing; and Stanley, 
a native of Marion will serve as 
Officer in Charge of Decoration. 
Associate Staff 
iln addition to the four official 
members, a staff of six associate 
men was appointed. Men com- 
posing the Associate Staff are 
L. R. Ambrose, R. A. Sloan, D. 
B. Clayton, J. W. McSwain, J 
T. Boozer, and B. N. Skardon. 
The duties of these associates 
are unspecified, but it is unler- 
(Continued on page two) 
T. E. Stanley of Marion and A. E. Stalvey of Conway, who were yesterday appointed Editor 
and Associate Editor respectively of TAPS, Clemson's official yearbook. Stanley is a member 
of the Minarets, honor architectural society, and has been noted since his freshman year for his 
fine art work and humorous cartoons. He was today also appointed an executive member 
of the Central Dance Association. Stalvey is a color sergeant and a member of Blue Key, na- 
tional   leadership   fraternity. 
B.   S.   Jordan   Named   Busi- 
ness Manager As 12 Ca- 
dets Receive Positions 
TWELVE CHOSEN 
Davis' A ddress Features Exercises 
BELL NAMED CAPTAIN 
SCABBARDAND BLADE 
W.  R.  Cheves  Selected  2nd 
Lieutenant Of  National 
Military   Frat 
At a recent meeting of the lo- 
cal chapter of Scabbard & Blade, 
national honorary military frater 
nity, Francis L. Bell was elected 
captain of the organization for 
the coming year and W. R. Cheves 
was named second lieutenant. 
Others   to   Be   Named 
Bell, a popular Junior from 
Lancaster, succeeds John F. Dun- 
lap, while Cheves, from Savannah, 
succeeds  C.   G.  White. 
The recent pledges to the club 
including: F. L. Bell, R. J. Farm- 
er, W. R. Cheves, E. H. Fuller, A. 
W. Taylor, and T. I. Stafford are 
to form the nucleus around which 
next year's organization is to be 
made. The other officers of the 
club are to be selected during the 
early part of next fall after sev- 
eral other members are admitted 
!  By Their Words 
DISTINGUISHED MEN 
HERE FORCEREMONY 
Dr.  Sikes  Presides  As   Men 
Are Honored For Work 
In   Agriculture 
INSPECTION TOUR 
No matter what course you 
men are taking, English is your 
major   course. 
—Bradley 
The trouble is that it is rain- 
ing soup and you men are armed 
with   forks. 
^Lane 
I can't afford to teach pri- 
vates how to shoot the pistol for 
they always hit the target better 
than I do. 
—Dumas 
Before the capacity audience 
attending the dedication of the 
$400,000 Long Agricultural Hall, 
May 12, doctorate degrees were 
conferred upon 42 men, repre- 
senting the agricultural leaders 
of the nation. 
The highlight of the occasion 
featured an address by the Hon- 
orable Chester C. Davis of the 
Board of Governors, 'Federal Re- 
serve .System. In his talk, which 
included discusion of the various 
phases of agriculture and the 
problems which still confront the 
field today, Dr. Davis spoke of ■the two great men of Clemson 
history— Thomas G. Clemson 
and Dr. W. W. Long and their 
invialuable contributions toward 
agricultural   progress. 
Dr.  Sikes  Presides 
Presided over by President E. 
W. Sikes, the program was form- 
ally opened at 11 a.m. at the 
college fiield house which the 
Reverend John Lewis, pastor of 
the Methodist church at Central 
delivering the invocation. Mr. 
J. C. Littlsrohn, business mana- 
ger of Clemson College, was then 
recognized, following wbich he 
presented the key of Long Ag- 
ricultural Hall to the chairman 
of the board of trustees. 
Degrees   Conferred 
Following the address by Dr. 
Davis, Dr. Sikes conferred doc- 
torate degrees to 42 outstanding 
men noted for their extensive a- 
chievement in the field of agri- 
culture. Scrolls of Honor were 
also bestowed on 74 Clemson 
men who are now engaged in 
farming. Certificates of merit 
were awarded to 34 southern 
farmers for their outstanding, 
work. Officials and delegates of 
the various agricultural societies 
represented at the event were 
also recognized. 
Junior-Senior Is 
Colorful Affair 
Grand  March And Banquet 
Feature Friday;! Minarets 
Sponsor Saturday Dance 
Last Friday night the annual 
JuniorsSenior Dance was held in 
the field house with Clemson's 
own Jungaleers furnishing the 
music. This dance was one of 
the most outstanding Junior- 
Senior dances that has been held 
at  Clemsos in many years. 
The outstanding feature of the 
Friday night dance was the 
grand march and the junior sen- 
ior no break in the grand march, 
the juniors and seniors paraded 
twice around the floor with their 
dates to stop facing the band- 
stand. Immediately after this 
the junior senior no break, which 
turned out to be a "balloon 
dance" with scores of balloons 
descending from the ceiling, 
creating a beautiful effect, was 
held. 
The Saturday night dance was 
sponsored by the Minaret, honor- 
ary architecture fraternity, and 
was an informal affair with all 
men eligible to bring dates. The 
field house was decorated by the 
members of the Minaret and had 
for  a  theme,   the  Minaret itself. 
DAVIS SELECTED TAD 
BETA PI_PRESIDENT 
Cheves And Jordan Also To 
Hold  Important Offices 
In   Engineering   Frat 
At a recent meeting of Tau 
Beta Pi, officers for the coming 
year were elected. J. Wesley 
Davis, a popular member of the 
junior class was named president 
to succeed W. M. Rodgers of 
Greenwood. W. R. Cheves was 
chosen recording secretary to suc- 
ceed R. E. LeRoy, and B. S. Jor- 
dan was elected corresponding 
secretary to succeed T. M. Rick- 
ards. 
Farmer Delegate 
R. J. Farmer was elected del- 
egate to the annual Tau Beta Pi 
National Convention which is to 
meet next fall at the Texas A. 
& M. College in Texas. Last year 
this honor was bestowed upon 
W. M. Rodgers, retiring presi- 
dent. The possibility of several 
members attending the convention 
was discussed, but no definite ac- 
tion  was taken. 
Another election was that of J. H. 
Sams who was named a member 
of the Advisory Council. Profes- 
sor Sams succeeds Professor E. 
L. Clark who has served in this 
capacity for four years. 
According to an announcement 
received today, T. E. Stanley, 
prominent junior, will succeed 
Wm. Folk as editor of TAPS, 
Cemson's yearbook. A. E. Stal- 
vey will serve as Associate Edi- 
tor, and B. S. Jordan has been 
named to succeed T. I. Martin 
as   Business  Manager. 
Stanley is a prominent mem- 
ber of his class. He is a ser- 
geant, president of the Minarets, 
honorary Architectural Society, 
member of Alpha Chi Psi, social 
froternity, cartoonist for the TI- 
GER, and is particularly noted 
for his fine art work. He is a 
native of Marion, S. C. Stalvey 
is a color sergeant, member of 
Blue Key, and ASME and is a 
native of Conway. B. S. Jordan 
is from Wadley, Ga., a color 
sergeant, president of Gamm,a 
Alpha Mu, historian oft he Jun- 
ior Class and member of ASME. 
Staff Members 
Stanley will be assisted in his 
work   by   a   staff   consisting   of 
(Continued on page eight) 
Roving Reporter Unearths Tale 0T 
Rat Cohens Battle Of The Century 
It was back in 1908. "Rat" 
Octavus Roy Cohen was a bony 
little 125 pounder. He was get- 
ting the usual hazing from all 
upperclassmen on his company, 
but one sophomore, a six foot, 
180 pound Swede named Jo Carl- 
son seemed to delight in worry- 
ing little Cohen more than nec- 
cessary. Morning,   noon,   and 
night Carlson was always pounc- 
ong on Cohen—chopping, tor- 
menting,   teasing. 
Now, in those days the jungle 
law reigned supreme. Every bar- 
racks quarrel was settled In 
accordance   with   the   clauses   of 
this law. A fight was the only 
way to settle a dispute, and a" 
fight by the "code" was the only 
fight that was allowed. The 
"code" called for a training per- 
iod, regular seconds, rings, and 
the fight could stop only when 
one of the combatators "had 
enough". Yes, weeks before one 
of these events the student body 
would split into opposing fac- 
tions, and excitement and furor 
would   claim   all   barracks. 
Well,    after    being    needlessly 
insulted  for a while,  Rat  Cohen 
sent a  formal  challenge to Soph 
(Continued on page two) 
HALLET TO PLAY FOR 
MONDAY NIGHT DANCE 
Popular   Swing   Band   To 
Feature Three Outstand- 
ing Vocalists at Finals 
The announcement that the 
Central Dance Association has 
secured Mai Hallett to play for 
Finals was met with widespread 
interest by the many cadets who 
remember having heard him in 
one or more of his several en- 
gagements here. Hjallett's fif- 
teen-piece orchestra has been 
signed to play for the last of the 
four dances that will comprise 
the  Finals  series. 
Hallett's band is most famous 
in New England, but has been 
known throughout the country as 
one of the greatest of the swing 
bands. Since his last engage- 
ment here, Hallett has been do- 
ing quite a bit of barnstorming, 
and has broadcast over the Co- 
lumbia Broadcasting System from 
the Steel Pier at Atlantic City 
and the Meadowbrook in New 
Jersey, keeping up his reputation 
(Continued  on page two) 
GAMMON  INSPECTS 
GEORGIA INSTITUTION 
Major J. B. Gammon, of the 
Military Staff of Clemson College, 
was inspecting officer for North 
Georgia College at Dahlonega, 
Georgia, in the 193 7 Spring In- 
spections. 
Because of its excellence in 
drill and its efficiency at solv- 
ing various tactical problems, 
North Georgia College was award- 
ed a rating of "Exellent" by Ma- jor Gammon. 
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COHEN WINS BATTLE 
OF AGES FROM SOPH 
(Continued  from  page one) 
Carlson, then immediately went 
into training. Bi^ll Hester, one 
of the star athletes of the col- 
lege, was the freshman's trainer. 
Carlson only grunted and said 
that he didn't need training to 
whip a dirty little freshman &!;* 
like   Cohen. While   Roy   was 
working, sparring, learning, and 
training feverishly, the entire 
school took sides. The Cohenites 
were boisterous and eager, while 
the Carlsonites sat slent, com 
fldent that no once could possi- 
bly beat their hero. 
As the great day approached, 
the intense rivalry between Co- 
henism and Carlsonism grew 
more and more bitter. Arrange- 
ments were made for many min- 
or engagements to take place im- 
mediately after the main event. 
Every cadet in the college would 
probably experience at least one 
fisticuff before the day was out. 
Fight time approached and Co- 
hen trained more and more 
strenuously under the eagle eye 
of Bill Hester. Jo, big Jo, why 
he didn't even bat an eye. 
Finally the day of days ar- 
rived. The fight was tb take 
place after dinner. All cadets sat 
shiftlessly and eagerly through 
their morning classes. Nutsy ca- 
dets, studious freshmen, digni- 
fied seniors, even the professors 
felt a strain and anxiety. At 
dinner t he uneasiness became 
more and more intense. After 
dinner the entire corps massed 
behind second barracks to see 
the battle. Professors peeped 
around corners of buildings, 
careful to see all and not be seen. 
A ring was drawn. The seconds 
and representatives of both men 
received their instructions. The 
ring was cleared. The two— 
Cohen and Carlson—stood half 
nakedly facing each other as 
giant and pigmy gladiators In 
the days of Ancient Rome faced 
each other to struggle to the 
death before blood thirsty mobs. 
At the start whistle Cohen lung- 
ed forward. His fancy style; 
showed all of Bill Hester's clev- 
erness. Cohen hit Carlson two, 
three, four good square ones 
that sent him sprawling—Carlsbn 
got up, swung, missed Cohen, 
seeing an opening, put every- 
thing his 125 pounds and pride 
had into an uppercut that laid 
Carlson, Big Jo, "among the 
sweet peas". Roars, cheers, 
curses, near riots, these greeted 
the victor, Rat Octavus Roy Co-" 
ben, 'who had knocked out Big 
Jo Carlson. Carlson the horses' 
neckj, tie. sophomore! 
> CENTRAL DANCE , 
ASSOCIATION pKStML 
THE 
C LEMSON 
FINALS 
Lovely young ladies who will sponsor for Central Dance ASM elation Officials at Finals, May 
8, 22, 31, are Miss Martha Her man of Augnsuta, Georgia top), Miss Idb Greene of Anderson 
(center) and Bottom row, left to right) Miss Mary Daniel of Los Angeles, Cal.; Miss Mary 
Catherine Rhame of Holly Hill; Miss Helen Stevenson of Columbia; and Miss Henrietta Hickman 
of Nashville, Tenn. Music for the series of Finals dances which rank with the most colorful 
dances  of  the   year   will  be fur nlshed by Mai Hallett and Jack   Wardlaw. 
MAL HALLETT PROVES 
POPULAR CHOICE FOR 
FINALS DANCE MUSIC 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
as  a  swing  band  producer, 
cards   for   the   band. 
The band boasts one of the 
best rythm sections in the coun- 
try. Joe Carbonera, who pays 
the bass also turns ouit plenty of 
comedy stuff, and Charlie Blake 
the drummer, is one of the 
country's best. The arrange- 
ments are one of the main rea- 
sons why musicians and dancers 
alike acclaim Hallett as the lead- 
ing producer of swing. 
Three Vocalists 
The band has three vocalists, 
Lila Rose, Buddy Welcome, and 
Clark Yocum. Miss Rose goes 
over big with the crowd, and 
Clark Yocum's dtyle is similar to 
that of Kenny Sargent. 
Hallett is bringing his whole 
outfit to Clemson, and the large 
number and the variety of in- 
struments enable the boys to pro- 
duce catchy arrangements that 
are   sure   to    please 
LEITNER NAMES NEW 
'38 C 0 A CHAIRMAN 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
stood    that    they    will    be    used 
to   aid    in    various   departments 
where   their    services    are    most 
needed. 
■Beneficial   Chancres 
The new set-un was establish- 
e>rt tn make -more specific each 
nfF'oial rnernhpr's duties and to 
'
H
 the nrparnVa'tinn of mpmbprn 
wTin field bnnnrnrv -nnqiHons and 
did THUo WIT-V rvotjnitpi various 
nnaw>idnK|a ha.ndina.no snnh aq 
onarantinpR. innloment weather 
a.nd onnrpi+v of nnmo hano's on 
torn*, fha -re+i-rinpr Cen'tral 
Aoqoniofinn did a pornmeno'a. 
lob. TTnder its ijeeime tOD name 
bands such as Mai Hallett and 
Glen Gray were procured at rea- 
sonable prices. 
FOOTBALL AND SKIING 
GOOD   PREREQUISITES 
Onono, Me.—(ACP)—Football 
and ski-jumping are good prere- 
quisites for anyone who wishes to 
fly   an airplane. 
At least, that's the opinion of 
Rod Ellitt, Ail-American halfback 
and winter sports performer for 
the University of Maine. Four 
hours and one-half of instruction 
in the air was all he needed to 
make a solo flight and a perfect 
three-point landing. 
G-E Campus N^S" 
"YOU  JUNIOR  R.  O.  T.  C.  MEN!" 
I have many things you will need at Camp. 
Included are Linen Suits, Whipcord Suits, and Tropi- 
cal Worsteds for $12.50 and $18.50. Also Bathing 
Trunks, Polo Shirts, and White Shoes. I am offering 
Junior R. O. T. C. Men Credit on Camp Checks. No 
Charge for this Service and no Advance in Prices. 
You   Need   the  Clothes,  and   I   Need  the  Business! 
SEE — 
HOKE SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP 
A Clemson Man—Selling Clemson Men Gents' Wear 
of the  Better  Class 
Sleep Through  Breakfast— 
Spend Your Vacants at— 
TLhc 
Glemeon (Srill 
"From a Snack to a Banquet" 
F1 
"EXPERIMENTALLY—NOT ON PAPER" 
CIXTEEN years or so ago, Dr. Willis R. 
*~^ Whitney, now Vice President in charge of 
General Electric research, sent a note to a 
research worker, suggesting experiments with 
a motor-generator set sealed gastight and filled 
with hydrogen to see if the machine ran cooler, 
and more efficiently. The results of those 
experiments promoted the use of hydrogen in 
synchronous condensers and established the 
present trend toward the use of hydrogen in 
turbine-generators. 
Windage loss in a rotating machine is reduced 
about 90 per cent and noise is greatly decreased 
because of the low density of hydrogen. Heat 
is carried away much more rapidly through the 
higher thermal conductivity of hydrogen. 
Resistance to damage due to corona within the 
machine is increased. These characteristics 
increase the electrica 1 output for a given core 
size and reduce inspection and maintenance 
expense. 
The construction of several hydrogen-cooled 
turbine-generating units is now going on in 
the Schenectady turbine shop—perhaps all 
because of that note written by Dr. Whitney 
so many years ago. 
FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
FEBRUARY 26 was a big day in the lives of 
thirty-three G-E employees. These thirty- 
three were selected from the 60,000 persons in 
the Company's employ to receive the Charles 
A. Coffin Awards. There were fifteen factory 
men, twelve engineers, two commercial men, 
and four administrative and clerical employees. 
Twelve of the group are college graduates: 
Roy T. Adolphson, University of Washing- 
ton, '34; Eugene W. Boehne, Texas A & M, 
'26 and M. I. T., '28; Claude P. Hamilton, 
University   of   Nevada,   '14;   George   H. 
Jump, Syracuse U., '10; Jack R. Meador, 
Texas A & M, '27 and '28; Harry E. Scar- 
brough,   Georgia   Tech.,   '19;   Edward   J. 
Schaefer,  Johns  Hopkins,  '23;   Alfred   A. 
Thompson,  University of California,   '05; 
Carl Thumin, College of City of New York, 
'17,   M.   I.   T.,   '20;   Harold   E.   Trekell, 
Kansas State, '31; Elmer J. Wade, Univer- 
sity of Maine,  '19;  and  Leo F.  Worden, 
West Virginia University, '25.     ' 
Each year General Electric makes these awards 
to employees who have done outstanding work, 
as provided in the Charles A. Coffin Foundation 
established in 1922. Charles A. Coffin was 
organizer and first president of General Electric. 
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Biography Of Thomas G. Clemson Released From Press 
BOOK ON THE LIFE OF 
THOMAS 6. CLEMSON 
NOW ONJOOKSTANDS 
Professors Holmes and Sher- 
rill Are  Co-Authors Of 
Long   Awaited   Book 
Thomas Green Clemson, His 
Life and Work, the new biography 
of Clemson's founder, written 
jointly by Professors Alester G. 
Holmes and George R. Sherrill 
with introduction by Dr. E. W. 
Bikes, has just been released from 
the press and has been placed on 
sale at leading bookshops 
throughout  the country. 
The book is of special signifi- 
cance to Clemson men because of 
the fact that it is the first com- 
plete biography ever to be written 
of Thomas IG. Clemson's life. 
The publication of the book 
brings to a close a five-year period 
of intensive work and research 
which carried Dr. Sherrill and 
Professor Holmes on trips to 
Washington, Philadelphia, Lon- 
don and Paris on many quests for 
information concerning Thomas 
Clemson's life and activities. 
Decidedly more accurate than 
any book yet published on Clem- 
son's life; the book gives a re- 
sume with complete details of the 
the goal toward which Clemson 
strived and attained. Beginning 
with his birth at Philadelphia on 
July 1, 1807, the book interprets 
the various steps of his life until 
his   death. 
Since the college was unable 
to publish the book, its publica- 
tion was undertaken by the Alum- 
ni Association, and it is to them 
that credit is due 
FINALS MAESTRO AND  HIS SWING CREW 
Mai Hallett and his popular crew of swing artists who have 
taken the collegiate dance world by storm. Playing for hops at 
the East's leading colleges and unversities and filling long term en- 
gagements at the more fashionable dance rendezvous, Maestro Hal- 
lett and his band have gained great popularity with the collegiate 
set. This will mark Hallet's third appearance at Clemson in recent 
years. Featuring a hot brass section, Mai also brings with him 
the ever popular Joe Caboranerra, bass fiddler, and vivacious Teddy 
Grace,  torch  singer deluxe. 
Lawton, Denny, and Moseley Chosen 
as Best Drilled Cadets In Annual Event 
Named   Best   Drilled   Fresh- 
man Guide, And Corporal 
Over Competitors 
The annual competition for se- 
lection of the best drilled Fresh- 
man, coporal, and guide of the 
Clemson College Brigade of Ca- 
dets was held Monday noon on 
Bowman Field. 
Robert M. Denny of Granite- 
ville, a Junior in Textile Chem- 
istry, proved himself the best 
guide in the cadet corps. Wil- 
liam  B.   Moseley of Savannah,  a 
sophomore in the School of Gen- 
eral Science, won out as leading 
corporal at Clemson College. 
Crawford B. Lawton of Fairfax, 
brother of Colonel "Streak" Law- 
ton and Freshman in Chemistry, 
gained the distinction of being 
the best drilled cadet of the 
freshman class. 
Proficient 'Men 
In winning out over their re- 
spective competitors, these men 
showed a marked degree of pro- 
ficiency. The three men reached 
their position in the final elimi- 
nations only after severe com- 
pany   and   battalion   competition. 
Oxford Group Has 
Interesting Meet 
J. C. Furman Leads Campus 
Group   In  Well-Attend- 
ed   Meeting 
Approximately 125 men and 
boys were present at a men's 
meetng of the Oxford Group held 
at the Y clubroom on Tuesday, 
May 4, at 8:00 P. M. Those at- 
tending included Clemson cadets, 
professors, and in addition, repre- 
sentatives from Ashville and Can- 
ton, N. C, and Greenville. 
Seventeen men spoke briefly. 
Among the speakers were Wade 
Perry, Ray Timmerman, and Theo 
Vaughan, Clemson alumni; Col- 
onel Downing 'Smith, retired army 
officer of Greenville; Dr. Fred 
Lubin, chiropodist of Greenville; 
Dewitt Clark, Asheville stock- 
broker; and Rev. George Ham- 
mond, Presbyterian minister of 
Canton, N. C. 
James C. Furman, great-grand- 
Bon of Dr. Richard Furmon, foun- 
der of Fuman Univesity, and a 
1918 graduate of Clemson, on an 
extended leave of absence from 
the motion picture theatre ad- 
vertising and publicity business, 
led the meeting. 
PROFESSORS   ATTEND 
AG  MACHINE SHOW 
Professors C. L. Patrick and 
G. B. Nutt attended a farm mach- 
inery demonstration at Athens, 
Georgia, on Thursday, May 6. Sev- 
eral thousand people were pres- 
ent at this demonstration, and 
observed the performance of over 
one hundred thousand dollars 
worth  of farm implements. 
DICTATORSHIP COURSE 
OFFEREDJY_ COLGATE 
Mott  To  Give  Youth  Facts 
Concerning   Latest   Po- 
litical Bugaboo 
Hamilton, N. Y.—(ACP)—How 
dictator establish themselves and 
retain power over subjects is go- 
ing to be studied next fall in a 
new course, "dictators and dicta- 
torship," at Colgate University. 
In announcing the new subject, 
Dr. Rodney L. Mott, director of 
the university's 'School of Social 
Sciences, explains that "an at- 
tempt will be made to show that 
dictatorships have come from 
writings of intellectuals who in- 
fluence public opinion, from eco- 
nomic factors, or from psycholog- 
ical post-war attitudes and mili- 
tary factors. 
"In the later stages of the 
course the students will take up 
the actual operations of a gov- 
ernment under a dictator with 
such subjects as the new consti- 
tution in dictator-controlled na- 
tions the relations of the state 
and industry, religion, civil liber- 
ties and propaganda considered as 
points for study. 
"Dictators' are here to stay, for 
a while at least," concluded Dr. 
Mott, "and the students might 
just as well know how they work. 
It will be a part of their educa- 
tion." ,  ,iM 
The only permit allowing an 
Indiana University student to 
sleep through a day's classes was 
Issued a dozen years ago to 
James W. Elliot, '26, who had 
spent 72 sleepless hours while 
rushed with work on the Daily 
Student. 
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NEW REGIME 
IN THIS ISSUE of The Tiger are an- 
nouncements concerning the appointments 
of two staffs who will play an integral 
part in the student life of Clemson College 
during 1938. . . the Taps Staff and the 
Central Dance Association. 
Members of both organizations work 
at thankless tasks which other members 
of the student body criticize and benefit 
but will not accept. The Taps men make 
sacrifices of their own free-will to give to 
the corps a yearbook which ranks with 
the nation's best. Their job can perhaps 
be classed as a thankless one, for if a stu- 
dent body disapproves, a whole year's 
work is in vain. Likewise, members of 
the Central Dance Association work at a 
thankless task. Members of the decora- 
tion committees slave for countless hours 
to transform a bare fieldhouse into a 
ballroom whose decorative beauty is su- 
perb. Their reward is a casual comment. 
Members of the executive board are under 
constant fire from the student body. They 
constitute what is pehaps the most misun- 
derstood group in student affairs. No 
matter what band is signed some group 
gripes over the selection or the prices. 
It is commendable to note that in 
chosing their succesors, the retiring mem- 
bers of both organizations have made it 
a policy of selecting only men who have 
by their industry in the past, proven their 
fitness for their positions. The system, 
commonplace in some colleges, of grant- 
ing- positions on political pull alone has 
been wisely and strictly avoided. 
. Men of both organizations have a 
large responsibility to live up to. It is 
our wish that they meet this responsibility 
with the ability and willingness that their 
predecessors expect of them. 
TIME  MARCHES  ON 
Time marches on! And so do two 
hundred Clemson seniors. Their impres- 
sion has been made; their efforts record- 
ed; and satisfaction is their reward for 
four years of service. Satisfaction which 
means to them that they are a finished 
product now turned loose ready for circu- 
lation. They must now attempt to ac- 
quaint themselves with new environments 
and place themselves advantageously a- 
gainst the mountains of odds which make 
instantaneous appearances. They must 
be ready to apply themselves to any con- 
structive or educational project which may 
enter their respective fields. They should 
be willing to absorb that which is bene- 
ficial and new so as to broaden their in- 
terlect. They should be ready to offer 
and contribute their part to the progress 
of civilization. 
A challenge has been issued, and a 
standard set by Clemson men is before 
them. To call a challenge is an act of 
bravery and to set a standard is quite re- 
markable. But go one step further, fling- 
back a challenge to those behind and seek 
higher levels than those who preceded. 
This should be the aim and desire of every 
graduate. Initiative should become a 
password and "To The Top" a motto. 
To Clemson underclassmen who are 
establishing themselves in a course of 
study should come the serious thought and 
realization that they too will be graduates 
and that they also must leave a record and 
an^ impression of their college career. 
Isn't now the opportune time for warning 
to prepare? Rising seniors: You have 
but one more year in which to gather and 
glean before the gates open and you are 
on your own. Make that year yield boun- 
tifully and beneficially to your advantage. 
Next year's junior class: The half way 
mark is reached. Look about you for ad- 
ditions to increase your own scope of 
knowledge. Ward off anything that would 
tend to limit your getting what you want 
then make an intensive self-survey and at- 
tempt to find any missing links which 
might be present. '38 sophomores: Turn 
your mind lose, correct false attentions, 
and make serious efforts toward planning 
your future work and study. Elevate 
yourself to the group who will be able 
"to  deliver the  goods"  when  called  on. 
—B. N. S. 
Talk Of The 
Town 
"Presumably a college deals in char- 
acter building, academic discipline and 
culture. Yet if we were to accept the 
newspaper and periodical, radio and news 
reel publicity as an accurate portrayal of 
college life, we should indeed be beguiled 
into thinking the wares were social and 
athletic." Press agent Storrs Lee of Mid- 
dlebury College suggests an "about-face" 
in college publicity releases. 
Collegiate Press 
By A.  W.   Sanders 
TRIBUTE 
"Thomas Green Clemson, His Life 
And Work" has now been put on sale to 
fill a long felt need in the hearts and eyes 
of all Clemson men. This book closes 
many gaps, corrects misrepresentations, 
and places itself as the only complete re- 
cord of the life and work of the founder 
of Clemson College. Professors Holmes 
and Sherrill have made intensive and 
strenous researches to bring to the public 
the life of a man who has been a pioneer, 
a diplomat, and who has been instrumen- 
tal in developing South Carolina as an 
agricultural state. Thomas G. Clemson 
owns a big part in the hearts of the peo- 
pl eof South Carolina, and 'tis only nat- 
ural to say that the book is long overdue. 
Thomas Clemson deserves a place in na- 
itonal history as his interest and services 
were nation-wide. 
We commend the alumni for their 
action in having the book published. It 
is gratifying to see that the interest in the 
founder of Clemson College is still with 
Clemson men. No truer Clemson spirit can 
be shown than by supporting a book 
which is to become a Clemson shrine. 
We always thought that those fellows who 
called The Citadel "Sing Sing on the Ashely" 
were referring to the convict's life led by the 
inmates of the West Point of the South, but 
maybe they really do sing on the Ashley. We 
just heard that The Citadel English department 
has been making phonograph records of the voic- 
es of the Freshmen. They claim that it is to 
benefit the Kaydets by calling attention to their 
speech defects, but they can't fool us, 'cause 
we've got the inside dope. They're going to 
give each Kaydet a phonograph and a record so 
he'll have someone to talk to after he's locked 
in for the night. 
 COtliEOIATE PRESS  
At Louisiana State, they have an "It" machine 
to test the amount of that undefinable substance 
certain members of the fairer sex possess. In a 
recent tests the machine was passed over pictures 
of Edna Mae Oliver and Zazu Pitts, and over those 
of Jean Harlow and Myrna Loy. It slowed down 
as it passed Mae West, but it was finally decided 
that the newly-elected campus queen had more 
"It" than any of the movie actresses. The machine 
was just before awarding the honor to Sally Rand, 
but then it saw the feathers and passed right over 
her. 
-COLLEGIATE PRESS- 
Rules    For    Handling    a    Womany    by    Electricity 
If   she   talks   too   long—INTERRUPTER. 
If  she  wants  to  be  an  angel—TRANSFORMER. 
If she is picking your pockets—DETECTOR. 
If she wants to meet you half way—RECEIVER. 
If she gets too  excited—CONTROLLER. 
If  she  goes_ up  in  the   air—CONDENSER. 
If she  sings  unharmoniously—TUNER. 
If   she   wants   chocolates—FEEDER. 
If she is  out of town—TELEGRAPHER. 
If she is a poor cook—DISCHARGER. 
Is she is too fat—REDUCER. 
If she is wrong—RECTIFIER. 
If she gossips too much—REGULATOR. 
If she becomes upset—REVERSER 
INTERMISSION 
With the completion of this is- 
sue we reach the halfway mark 
in our journalistic career. Sum- 
after vacation is bringing to a 
halt our futile poundings on this 
battered typewriter and unless, 
we cast all caution to the winds 
and put out an extra during Fi- 
nals, this will be the last time 
that we pound the keyboard till 
time for the summer edition rolls 
around. By that time; however, 
we will have been to Anniston 
Incorporated. So we warn you, 
and we will be veterans of Hades 
we will probably never be the 
same sweet trusting soul that 
we are today. Our copy will 
likely be stained with a touch of 
unwarranted cynicism. This will 
no doubt be for the best, how- 
ever, for, 'God knows our copy to 
date has been woefully lacking 
in that certain ingredient which 
makes an editor respected by 
those whose principles he advo- 
cates and jerred by the masses 
who have no opinions of their 
own. 
 TALK OF THE TOWN  
AIBOTTT  PACE 
In briefly surveying the havoc 
that we have wreacked out in 
trie established principles of jour- 
nalisms during our short reien. 
we find that though we have 
marie innumerable mistakes, still 
we don't see that we have any 
particular cause of regret or any 
snecflc anolon-ies to .make. We've 
lost countless hours of sleen, cut 
flTYnroTimntelv three week's worth 
of classes, ruined a good dispo- 
sition, and n^actirally lived lit) to 
trie prediction of a e-ood friend 
of ours who prouhesied that we 
would weieh fortv nounds by 
.Time -We"!l admit, that we have 
permitted an unnaronahle amount 
of gross inefficiency to ovist in 
nnr sef-un. but. we will also add 
that we can honestlv state that 
more than once rnrpnmstnnces be- 
irniiii our control caused ns to 
leave out certain stories which 
should have been run without 
onestion. let tvnosrranhical errors 
remain uncorrected and do such 
things as run stories twice in 
the same issue. Though you 
prohablv won't believe us. we feel 
safe in savins: that we have, after 
a semester of gronine: in the 
dark, discovered the root of the 
ev.il. so to sneak, and that we will 
nresent to the miblic (both read- 
ers! a vastlv imnroved naner next 
semester. We would like to sav 
right here that one of our first 
steps will be to give the alumni 
a better deal. Then too, we will 
attempt to give more accurate 
and representative coverage of 
camnus news and we shall at- 
tempt to make our editorials of 
sterner stuff. In short, the time 
has  come  for an  about  face. 
 TALK OF THE TOWN  
NTTDIST 
Last Sunday we again got 
caught in the inevitable turmoil 
which typified our annual Mili- 
ta.rv Bay. and spent the day 
milling around the campus with 
4000 strange people, drilling in 
the hottest weather of the year 
fit always is on that day) dodg- 
ing around the halls midst 
bevys of beautiful belles who 
were taking advantage of Visit- 
or's Hour to inspect at close 
range our cozy little barracks, 
and being caught lying on our 
bed sans clothing by a pair of 
fond parents in search of their 
little boy Johnny, who was listed 
at the Guard Room as living in 
Room 218, our domicile We'll 
admit that we didn't have a very 
successful day in several re- 
spects; however an incident hap- 
pened which somehow seems to 
tvnifv to us the pell-mell rush! 
which always takes place on this 
colorful day When we whipped 
up to our room at 3:45 to get 
readv for the four o'clock parade, 
we saw our NOO (a particularly 
ambitious sophomore) sitting stif- 
flv in a chair, rifle by his side, 
garbed in full dress uniform in- 
cluding the white regalia. Two 
minutes after he had slipped into 
our room, we heard the hall re- 
sounding with shouts for the NCO 
as cursing cadets fumbled vainly 
through lockers, trunks, and 
clothes presses in a vain search 
for white cap covers, cross belts, 
etc.  etc. 
We then heard the stamping of 
 that in spite of Mother Ruff's 
shag dancing the dances were a 
huge success last weekend, and 
Oscar suggests that the top-kick 
wear  rubber heels next time. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
__that in case there are a few 
who are curious about the iden- 
tity of that distinguished man 
who belonged to the hat, it was 
Stonemountain Morgan, who folr 
those who are curious about the 
hat,   it  belonged  to  Hoke  Sloan. 
■  . OSCAR BAYS '- 
 that   it   took     Oscar     quite  a 
while to figure out where Gold- 
dust Twin Jordan managed to 
get that date for the hops, but 
it took longer still to figure why 
Golddust twin Stalvey kept hang- 
ng around. 
  OSCAR SAYS —— 
__that Oscar hopes Snuck Tay- 
lor doesn't expect him to believe 
those love scenes staged by Snuck 
and F.V.'S date .weren't well re- 
hearsed beforehand. 
 OSCAR SAYS —— 
 that there seems to be a race 
among the military inclined Ju- 
niors to see who will be out for 
retreat the earliest here lately, 
but an unconcerned person in the 
rear ranks thinks that Stokes (I 
almost made the Junior Platoon) 
is setting the pace. 
  OSCAR SAYS —— 
 that Oscar was pleased to note 
the appearance of the Winthrop 
delegation which all indicates 
that the situation is well in hand. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that the sheepish person skul- 
king around the Field House at 
three o'clock in the morning 
asking why the dance had ended 
so soon was Whister Wight Ma- 
comlson who wag just returning 
from  intermission. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__that fortuns'tely the Junior 
Ring committee finished selling 
the last bracelet left over from 
the belated ring dance just in 
time to begin peddling the sur- 
plus favors left over from Junior- 
Senior.  (Adv.) 
  OSCAR SAYS  
 that   we   don't   know   whether 
or not Carter had designs on 
Spec Townefs, but he certainly fol- 
lowed in his foot steps all last 
week-end. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
__that Guyton had expected his 
Rat to do his part toward clean- 
ing un the room for his latest 
girl friend's inspection, but he 
hadn't counted on Roommate 
Stanley doing his part by plac- 
ing: his ten old friend's pictures 
(all autoeraphed—Love to Gene) 
on display. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
 that despite his dignified look, 
the gentleman in the tux who 
accomnanied La Weeks to the 
hons was not a state senator or 
a professor of Philosophy, but 
our own dear Henry Thompson 
Malone. professor of Geography 
at  Central. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
—that one of the more touching 
reunions of the week-end was 
that of Union's first citizen (J. 
Net Berry) and Martha Orr of 
Winthrop who seem to have final- 
lv decided that the products of 
Miss Gee's institute are far too 
fickle. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__that the gentleman of the 
week-end was Edward Kitchens 
(I missed my calling when I gave 
up cheerleading for track) who 
was undoubtedly under the in- 
fluence   of  Winthrop's  Jessie. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
__that the prize of the week goes 
to Sophomore Cantey (the won- 
der child) who dropped Textile 
Chemistry too soon to be eligi- 
ble for Phi Psi and signed up 
for General Science too late to 
be chosen ns honorarv so^^^g^n 
for  Sigma Tau  Epsiloj^ 
 OSCAR SAYS  
(Continued   on   page five) 
many feet, a muffled cry, and a 
dull thud. Five minutes later as 
we dashed to formation, we saw 
the belated NCO, stripped of his 
anparel by desperate comrades, 
sitting dazedly in a corner clad 
in the ragged remains of a bath 
towel. 
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Oscar Says 
(Continued from page four) 
—that those bruises on P. 
Weather Bethea's face will testify 
to the fact that he "fell" for 
that tricky little blond at the 
Junior-Senior banquet. 
  OSCAR SAYS  
—that he can account for the 
cold Clayton has had all week 
after the draft he got in Satur- 
day night when the Anderson 
Azaela Queen refused to accom- 
pany him to the Midnight River 
party   the   Minarets   threw. 
  OSCAR SAYS — 
—that if Pop Shuford wants to 
know why the Stab Sister failed 
to show up for that late date, 
she was out sharpening a knife 
on a tombstone on cemetery hill. 
  OSCAR SAYS        . 
—that he doesn't know whether 
or not it was Pee Wee Hunt that 
hroke that table down at the Y 
•Cabin Saurday night or the five 
rther boys that were helping him 
"with his date. 
 OSCAR SAYS      ,    . 
—that K.' B. Dwight and his Ab- 
heville heart throb are still that 
way about each other despite in- 
tervention on the part of a strong 
silent man from Sumter during a 
.recent series of dances. 
SHELL CHOSEN PREXY 
OF W-D ORGANIZATION 
Popular Laurens   Junior  To 
Head Weaving And De- 
signing Club 
At a meeting of the Weaving 
and Designing Club last Monday 
night the officers for next year 
were elected. J. C. Shell, honor 
junior from Laurens, was named 
the new president; A. L. Sanders 
of Pelzer was elected vice-presi- 
dent; and J. G. Smith, sophomore 
from Clearwater, S. C, was e- 
lected   secretary-treasurer. 
Last night members of the 
club were entertained at a ban- 
quet in the Y tea room. Follow- 
ing the banquet Mr. Holtzeodorff 
held open-house for them which 
included   a   free   pciture   shov. 
Shell is also a member of Phi 
Psi, national honorary textile frar 
ternity and holds the rank of 
sergeant in the cadtt covos. San 
ders is a member of th-3 Inter- 
national Relations Club and also 
a sergeant in the brigade. 
Do your work with your 
whole heart and you will suc- 
ceed—there is so little compe- 
tition—Eliot   Hubhard 
Cooley, Yarborough, Hancock, Martin 
Williams Pledged By Alpha Tau Alpha 
WORM PICKING AIDS 
GRAD IN JOB HUNTS 
Albany, N. Y.— (ACP)—The 
lowly worm helped Ralph L. Em- 
mons, federal attorney, earn his 
way through college. 
Picking worms off the Univer- 
sity of Michigan golf course was 
one of the odd jobs that contri- 
buted to his getting an educa- 
tion. 
"The job paid me 20 cents an 
hour" said Emmons. "Attend- 
ants poured a chemical on the 
ground to bring the worms to the 
surface. I picked them up. 
"I did everything to scrape 
money together. I washed dishes, 
beat carpets and swept sidewalks. 
The worm-picking job helped me 
Ninety^two per cent of the 
freshmen at Pennsylvania State 
College have voted that a col- 
lege woman should get married 
before the age of 25. 
The reward of one duty is the 
power to fulfill another. George 
Bllot 
Honor Education Frat Takes 
In-Outstanding Members 
of Upper Classes 
At a recent meeting of Alpha Tau 
Alpha, national honorary agricul- 
tural education fraternity, five 
outstanding students in the School 
of Agriculture were elected ' to 
be initiated into the fraternity. 
These include: J. D. Cooley, sen- 
ior of Chesnee; L. I. Yarborough, 
sergeant of Scranton; W. F. Han- 
cock, sergeant of Ruby; J. B. 
Williams, of Dacusville, and R. 
H. Martin, corporal of Greenville. 
These men were selected from 
the upper three classes of the 
school of agriculture on merits of 
their scholastic standing, charac- 
ter, and personality. 
Informal   Initiation 
At the present time the pledges 
are passing through an informal 
initiation. This period lasts for 
two weeks following which the 
formal initiation takes place. 
Alumni News 
H. P. Goodwin, graduate of '33 
is a salesman with the S. K. F. 
Industries, Inc., Atlanta. 
W. R. Gray, class of '36, is in 
charge of Sonoco Products Com- 
pany's branch office in Rocking- 
ham, N.  C. 
M. H. Sutherland, graduate of 
the class of 1933, and recent stu- 
dent of Louisiana State Universi- 
ty, paid the Economics Depart- 
ment a visit a few days ago. 
Their sweet syncopations and 
torrid swing selections will add 
much to an already auspicious 
occasion.—Greene. 
C. Gunnells, graduate of the 
class of 1930, formerly with the 
Standard Oil Company, is now 
employed by the F. S. Roysiter 
Fertilier Company wth head- 
quarters in Columbia. 
W. R. Gray, graduate in tex- 
tile chemistry from Clemson tex- 
tile school in the 1936 class, who 
was with the Sonoco Products 
Company, in Hartsvile, S. C, has 
been transfered and placed in 
charge of this company's hranch 
office   in   Rockingham,   N.    C. 
A friend is a person with 
whom I may he sincere; before 
whom I may think aloud—Emer- 
son. 
,,,?*m*mi 
fuse*"* 
§11 "i;;^»oFT"tu'" 
Today the sport of fenc- 
ing puts much the same 
value on healthy nerves 
as did the deadly duels 
of long ago 
IN Joanna de Tuscan's own 
words: "A person who 
twitched or didn't have nerve 
control would never stand out e 
in fencing. My No. 1 reason for 
choosing Camels is—they never 
jangle my nerves. I enjoy smok- 
ing Camels as often as I please. 
It's Camels for me always 'for 
digestion's sake' and when I 
feel I need a lift. They're so 
unusually mild and never make 
my throat harsh or rough." A 
l * 
:*;■;•>;*: >:•:«;•;•:-;<.:>&; >..*;5 
SCHOLARSHIP MAN. "The 
toughest part of studying is 
sticking to it hour after hour," 
says James Dean, '38. "I've 
learned that smoking Camels 
helps ease the nervous ten- 
sion of study." 
"JACK OAKIE'S 
COLLEGE" 
Jack Oakie runs the " college "! Catchy 
music by Benny Goodman and Georgie 
Stoll! Hollywood comedians! Judy 
Garland sings! So join Jack Oakie's 
College. Tuesdays-8:30 pm E.S.T. 
(9:30 pm E.D.S.T.), 7:30 pm C.S.T., 
6:30 pm M.S.T., 5:30 pm P.S.T., 
over  WABC-Columbia   Network. 
«k%\ 
HE BROKE the world's indoor 440-yd. 
dash record twice in one day. Ray 
Ellinwood—sensational U. of Chicago 
quarter-miler—prefers Camels. "I find 
that Camels opened the door to smok- 
ing pleasure," he says. 
WRESTLING ACE, Joe Green, absorbs 
plenty of punishment. "A long training 
grind strains nerves," says Joe. "I enjoy 
Camels often —they never jangle my 
nerves. When I'm tired after a bout, a 
Camel gives me a real 'lift' in energy." 
A THROTTLE MAN of the 20th 
Century Limited. Chas.J. Chase 
says: "I don't take chances 
with my nerves. I smoke 
Camels—smoke 'em all I have 
a mind to. Camel's mild flavor 
just hits the spot!" 
TOBACCOS 
Camels are made from 
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE 
TOBACCOS... Turkish 
and Domestic...than 
any other popular brand. 
Copyright. 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winstoo-Sftlem, N. Q. 
£*5i NmN%°s 
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VASSAR INAUGURATES'Rhodes Selected To Attend Courses At 
NEW  EXAM   SYSTEM'General Electric Plant In Schenectady 
To   Abolish   Break   Between 
First and  Second Se- 
mester Courses 
"In order to develop the aca- 
demic year as a whole, with 
the breaks occurring normally 
at the two vacations, and to les- 
sen the pressure of work upon 
both the faculty and students, 
from the completion of semester 
papers and semester examina- 
tions at one time the following 
measures  are   adopted: 
"1. At the end of the first 
semester such examinations as 
may be required by departments 
will be held in the regular sched- 
uled hours of each course, and 
need not come at the final ses- 
sions of the terms. The last two 
Saturdays of the first semester 
may be used by departments for 
scheduled examinations in courses 
of the 100 grade. 
"2. Departments shall have 
the right to excuse from the 
final examination in courses end- 
ing at the first semester students 
who continue in semester courses 
in the same department. For such 
students questions of a compre- 
hensive nature will be added in 
the final examination at the end 
of the second semester. 
"3. There will he no break 
between the first and second se- 
mesters. The term will he con- 
tinuous from Christmas vacation 
to iSpring vacation. Reading pe- 
riods (periods without the re- 
quirement of a class attendance 
for any time up to two weeks) 
may be arranged in any course 
at any time according to the needs 
of the course. 
"4. Marks for courses ending 
at the first semester for students 
leaving year courses at the end of 
the first semester may be reported 
at any time up to March 1. 
"5. Provisional marks for all 
freshmen shall be reported to the 
recorder and transmitted to stu- 
dents a week before Christmas va- 
cation and a week before Spring 
vacation. 
"6. Grades of D or E for every 
student above the freshmen year 
shall be made both to the record- 
To   Take   Teachers   Confer- 
ence Course Covering All 
Phases of  Electricity 
Professor S. R. Rhodes, head 
of the Electrical Engineering 
School at Clemson College, was 
recently selected as one of the 
25 professors of electrical engin- 
eering in the better technical 
schools of the country to be giv- 
en a special course this sum- 
mer at the General Electric Com- 
pany plants in Schenectardy, New 
York. 
The course of study is known 
as the Teacher's Conference 
Course and includess everything 
in modern electricity. The attend- 
ing professors are given the privi- 
lege to specialize in any field. 
Professor Rhodes intends devot- 
ing most of his time to a de- 
tailed study of Alternating Cur- 
rent Design. The period of study, 
which includes conferences, lec- 
tures, inspections, discussions, 
equipped General Electric Labora- 
tories extends from the first of 
July to the middle of August. 
Clemson   Graduate 
A graduate of Furman Univer- 
sity and Clemson College, a grad- 
uate student and teacher at The 
University of North Dakota, years 
of experience in engineering with 
the Westinghouse Company and 
General Electric Company, and 
head of the Electrical Engineer- 
ing 'School of Clemson College, 
Professor S. R. Rhodes looks for- 
ward to his summer course with 
the General Electric Company as 
a means of learning more about 
the latest development in elec- 
tricity 
er and the student herself by the 
instructor prior to March 1, fol- 
lowing the end of the first semes- 
ther. 
"7. For students above the 
freshman year, probation is abol- 
ished. The faculty affirms as a 
general principle the desirability 
of conferences between teacher 
and students on progress in 
achievement as a means of obtain- 
ing!  improvement  in  work" 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
REACH EW CLIMAX 
Badminton  And   Archery 
Are   New   Additions 
To Varied Program 
FERGUSON CHOSEN TO 
HEAD AIEENEXT YEAR 
King and  Davis Selected  to 
Hold  Important  Positions 
In Club 
A new badminton court has 
been installed in the YMOA The 
game has proven to be very pop- 
ular with the boys and is being 
used  to a  large  extent. 
A new Archery range has been 
installed down by the river be- 
low the field house The regular 
distances have been marked off 
and bows and arrows can be 
secured from the intramural 
sports office. 
A successful soft ball league 
has been brought to a close and 
a tournament is now on. The 
following teams reached the 
quarter finals: 
E-l-—Glanton,   Captain 
A-l—Kirkman 
F-1-MHler 
G-lMosely 
Rand—Murray 
H-2—Gibson 
There has been over 300 games 
played this season, in which a- 
bout 800 boys have taken pas|t. 
All regular schedules and records 
of the games have been kept. 
Many of the students will play 
soft ball this summer in parks 
and various other places. 
W. M. Epps, Agronomy stu- 
dent of the senior class, has se- 
cured a fellowship at Cornell 
University. Epps received second 
highest honors of the senior class 
J. W. Jones, who received 
the highest honors of the senior 
class, has secured a position with 
the Agricultural Extension Ser- 
vice here at Clemson. Jones is 
president O'f Alpha  Zeta. 
At a meeting of A. I. E. E'., 
local honorary Electrical Engin- 
eering society, held last Thurs- 
day, officers were elected, and 
plans were made for a banquet 
to be held tonight at the Clemson 
Grill. 
Officers elected were as fol- 
lows: Chairman, 'S. A. Ferguson; 
vice-chairman, iW. J. Davis; secre- 
tary-treasurer, J. N. King. 
King holds the rank of bat- 
talion sergeant-Major, and hails 
from Williamston. Davis, whose 
home is in Charleston, is a first 
sergeant. Ferguson is from East- 
over, and holds the rank of ser- 
geant. All three of the nelly 
elected officers are Electrical 
Engineering  majors. 
At this meeting Professor 
Rhodes of the engineering depart- 
ment, was re-elected councilor ror 
the coming year. Professor 
Rhodes has held this position 
ever since the local chapter of 
A. I. E. E. was organized. 
Show Schedule 
Friday, May 14: "WIN- 
TERSET" with Myrna Loy 
and  Spencer  Tracey. 
Monday, May 17: "THE 
KING AND THE CHORUS 
GIRL" with Joan Blondell 
and  Edward  Horton. 
Tuesday, May 18—"AN- 
THONY ADVERSE" 
Wednesday,   May   19: 
"GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937" 
:>o< :>oc :>o< 
DILLARD SHOE SHOP 
"We Make   Walking a 
Pleasure"—Try Our Work 
30c >oc O-OC 
A swap of English professors 
for the summer session has been 
arranged between Michigan 
State College and Massachusetts 
State. 
CRAWFORD'S 
Dry  Cleaners  of  the 
BETTER    KIND 
Red seeds plucked from the 
pods of the bixa orelana bush 
serve many University of Hawaii 
coeds as lipstick. The "lipstick 
bush" is quite, common and 
widely scattered throughout the 
islands. 
SAY JUDGE, THIS 
WALRUS-TUSK PIPE 
IS HARD AS ROCK. 
THOSE ESKIMOS 
MUST LIKE TOUGH 
CARVING 
NOT NECESSARILY 
SON. "THEY USED 
WALRUS-TUSK 
BECAUSE IT MAKES 
COOL-SMOKING 
"THEN I CERTAINLY 
WISH THIS PIPE 
OF MINE WERE 
MADE   OF 
WALRUS-TUSK! 
 -yJ 
SOMETHING TELLS 
ME YOU'VE NEVER 
SMOKED PRINCE 
ALBERT IN THAT 
BRIAR, SON. 
HERE J* 
PRINCE ALBERT IS SPECIALLY TREATED FOR 
COOL SMOKING.   THANKS TO THE VCRIMP CUT, 
IT PACKS AND DRAWS RIGHT — BURNS 
EVENLY AMD SLOWLY 
Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
AND THE YlO-BITE' 
PROCESS REMOVES 
ALL THE HARSHNESS, 
NATURALLY YOU GETA 
MILD, SAVORY SMOKE 
JUDGE, PRINCE ALBERT 
IS ALL YOU SAY - 
AND THEN SOME! f 
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in 
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert 
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY- 
BACK GUARANTEE 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of 
Prince Albert. If you don't find 
it the mellowest, tastiest pipe 
tobacco you ever smoked, re- 
turn the pocket tin with the 
rest of the tobacco in it to us at 
any time within a month from 
this date, and we will refund 
full purchase price, plus post- 
age. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company, Winston- 
Salem, North Carolina. 
OUZO"?* 
FRINGE ALBERT THE   NATIONAL JOY   SMOKE 
DURING the January floods, Western Electric—Service 
Of Supply to the Bell System—once again set in 
motion its machinery for meeting disasters. 
From its three factories and many distributing points, 
it rushed telephone materials of every kind into the flood 
stricken areas. Day and night, telephone men and women 
worked to maintain and restore communication. 
Dramatic as is this emergency Service Of Supply, it is. 
really no more important than Western Electric's every- 
day work. For 55 years, it has backed up the Bell System 
withan endless flow of quality equipment. A major factor in 
making your telephone so far reaching, so dependable! 
Why not give the family a ring to- 
night? Rates to most points are lowest 
after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday. 
BELL TELEPHOXE SYSTEM 
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GEORGIA TRACK TEAM 
WINS FROMJLEMSON 
Packard And Townes Lead 
Georgia To Win Over 
Clemson Tiger* 
RECORD TIME RUN 
As this is the last issue of The Tiger that will be pub- 
lished before next September, we wish to take this op- 
portunit yto tell you how much we have enjoyed writing 
this column each week. We have done our best to bring 
to you the sports news of interest here at Clemson and, 
while we realize that the job could have been in much 
more capable hands than ours, we hope that our work 
has been acceptable to all Tiger readers 
SEASON'S REVIEW 
In this, our last issue of the 
current season, we would like to 
review with you the records and 
accomplishments of the part sea- 
son's teams in the various major 
sports. 
The footbal team, while it does 
not boast such an excellent re- 
cord in so far as games won and 
lost is concerned, played top 
notch ball in most of its games 
and, by upsetting Georgia Tech 
in Atlanta, provided the fall sea- 
son with one of its major up- 
sets. From the impressive per- 
formance the team showed in 
spring practice, the Tigers should 
send a fine team on the field 
next   fall. 
The basketball team appeared 
to be under some sort of a jinx 
all season, losing many of their, 
games by one and two point mar- 
gins. The boys just couldn't seem 
to get igoing in the majority of 
the games but, by defeating the 
highly touted Carolina team in 
the last game of the season, they 
showed the kind of basketball 
they were really capable of play- 
ing. With many veterans and 
promising sophomores returning 
next year, the Bengals should 
prove to be a real dark horse 
of   the  conference. 
The Tiger boxing team dis- 
played the most formidable ar- 
ray of leather pushers that Clem- 
son has seen in several years. 
The Bengal pugs won the state 
championship and finished third 
in the conference in one of the 
most successful seasons that 
Clemson has had in a great while. 
Russel Dorn, conference middle- 
weight champion, and Ripper 
Murray, featherweight, journeyed 
to Sacramento, California, where 
they participated in the National 
Collegiate  Boxing Tournament. 
Our baseball team started the 
season in a slump, but as time 
went on and the boys started 
hitting, they snapped out of it 
and started winning games. The 
Clemson nine was the first team 
to defeat the Erskine team in a 
long while and, by doing so, 
they displayed the type of base- 
ball that one loves to see. This 
year's team was made up largely 
of sophomores and juniors, so 
consequenty the Tigers should 
have a fine team next spring. 
The Bengal track team was 
tops in the state for the fourth 
successive year. Led by Cap- 
tain Bob Carter, the tracksters 
won  all  of their  dual  meets in 
SENIORS   CELEBRATE 
BAREFOOT  DAY 
Evidently believing in the 
famous poem stating the quo- 
tation "Blessing on the little 
man, barefoot boy with cheeks 
of tan", members of the pres- 
ent senior class backed by 
the agitators, designed May 
13 as Official Barefoot Day 
and proceeded to attend all 
classes sans shoes. Clad in 
white ducks and white shirts 
th e '37 graduates lolled 
around the campus, enjoying 
the benefits of Old Sol's rays 
and Indulging in the supreme 
pleasure of toeing Mother 
Earth with feet freed from 
shoes for the first time since 
childhood days. Not all was 
rosy, however, for many a se- 
nior hobbled gingerly as ten- 
der feet came in contact with |  rough     stone 
(G), 
Time 
(G), 
Time 
(G) 
Time 
(G), 
(O 
(C), 
iDean H. H. Willis and Prof. 
R. K. Eaton, of Clemson Textile 
School, attended an educational 
meeting sponsored by the Tex- 
tile Foundation in Ashevllle, N. 
C, on April 12 and 13. 
When  is  a  man  strong  until 
he feels alone.—^Browning.  
Led by Olympic stars Forest 
"Spec" Townes and Bobby Pack- 
ard, the University of Georgia 
track team swept over the Clem- 
son tracksters by a score of 88 
to 43 in a meet held on Riggs 
Field last Saturday. The Geor- 
gia aggregation showed supre- 
macy in every race except the 
mile and two mile runs which 
were won by Green of Clem- 
son with Joyner of Clemson comT 
ing   second. 
Packard drew a big hand from 
the crowd in the mile relay when, 
while holding a 50 yard lead on 
Ed Kitchens due to Clemson's 
second man dropping the baton, 
he waited for Kitchens to catch 
up with him, and the two raced 
the remaining 220 yards around 
the track with the Georgian fin- 
ishing  five yards  in  the  lead. 
Townes was high scorer for the 
day with 15 points. Packard's 
time of 9.6 seconds in the 100- 
yard dash was the best compe- 
titive time  of the day. 
Summary: 
100-yard dash—Packard 
Stevens (G), Townes (G). 
9.6   seconds. 
220-yard dash—Packard 
Steven (C), Dobbins (C). 
21.9   seconds. 
440-yard run—Gillespie, 
Kitchens (C), Dobbins (C). 
49.9   seconds. 
880-yard   run—Gillespie 
Calhoun   (C),   Witherspoon 
Time    2:02.1. 
Mile—Green   C),   Joyner 
Rankin,   (G>. Time 4:42.3. 
Two mile—Green (C), Joyner 
(C)   Penningtott   (G).  Time  11.- 
High hurdles—Townes (G), 
Carter (C), Gage (C). Time 14.7 
seconds. 
Low huTdles—Townes (<*). 
Carter (C), Arnold (G). Time 
24.1  seconds. 
Javelin—Salisburg (G), Mc- 
Connell 00, Gill (O). Distance 
181.6   'feet. 
Shot put—Lumkin (G), Green 
(G), Pennington (C). Distance 
45 feet. 
Discuss—Green G), Lumpkm 
(G), Harmon (G). Distance 
146.8  feet. 
High jump—Harmon (lx), 
Townes (G), Carter (C). Height 
six feet. ' 
Broad jump—Wilcox (G), Ar- 
nold (G), Parrott (C). Distance 
22 feet  six inches. 
Russ Dorn Elected 
Boxing Team Cap. 
Russell Dorn, senior welter- 
weight, was elected captain of 
the 1938 boxing team last Tues- 
day. Dorn, who hails from Jer- 
sey City, iN. J., is senior welter- 
weight champion of the south- 
ern conference and he competed 
in Ithe national intercollegiate 
championship tournament in Sa- 
cremento,  California, last month. 
John "Ripper" Murray was e- 
lected alternate captain at the 
same time. Murray is from 
Charleston and fights in the fea- 
therweight class. He also com- 
peted in the tournament in Sacre- 
mento. 
Bengal Nine Defeats Furman After A 
Close Loss To  Carolina  Baseballers 
GOLF TEAM TO PLAY 
SERIES OFJIATCHES 
Carolina And Citadel To Be 
Encountered On Week- 
End Tour 
While they have not played 
any matches in the past seven 
days, the Tiger golfers have a 
busy time in store for them this 
week. They played a good 
Georgia team last Tuesday and 
tomorrow they leave on a two 
day trip, first to Columbia to 
play Carolina and then to Char- 
leston to engage The Citadel on 
Saturday afternoon. Then, next 
week they will play both Furmift 
and P. C. in return matches. 
Team Improves 
The team as a whole has im- 
proved with each week of prac- 
tice and tournament play. Most 
of the regulars are sophomores 
and have only been on the var- 
sity for one year. By now how- 
ever, they have gained much 
valuable experience and should 
be ready to clean up in their re- 
maining matches. They have 
only lost two matches this year, 
one to a crack Georgia outfit by 
17 to 1 and the other to Furman 
by 10.5 to 7.5. Then the play- 
ers have been constantly turning 
in good scores, Heard having a 
76, Monckton the same, and Mc- 
Crary 75 in a practice round 
last week. 
Ed   Heap   Holds   Hurricane 
In Check While Bailey 
Leads Bengal Hitting 
Although they lost a tight, 
hard-fought game to Carolina 
5 to 4 last 'Saturday at Riggs 
Field, the Tigerballers came back 
in fine style to trim the Furman 
Purple Hurricane 14 to 8 in 
Greenville this past Monday af- 
ternoon. The Bengals, hitting 
hard, piled up an early lead, 
which they held throughout, thus 
to achieve a richly desired vic- 
tory. 
Carolina Victors 
In the Saturday game Coker 
started for Clemson, but was 
knocked out of the box early in 
the game. With the score 5 to 
2 against him, Brodie came in 
and held the Gamecocks well in 
hand for the rest of the game. 
Hurricane Humbled 
On Monday, it was an entirely 
different story. Although the 
Bengal team played rather rag- 
gedly on the poor field, they hit 
bard to drive the Furman start- 
ing pitcher off the mound and 
shell his successor with the best 
barrage of hits they have pro- 
duced this year. Every man on 
the team got at least one hit, 
except for Heyward. Hendrix was 
the hitting star of the game, his 
home run over the left field wall 
with the bases loaded producing 
four Tiger tallies. He also got 
two other hits. Bob Bailey, re- 
cently appointed to a regular out 
field post showed up well with 
three  hits  to  his  credit, 
EARN REAL MONEY THIS SUMMER 
Easy   -   Pleasant   -   Certain 
FULL-TIME or SPARE-TIME 
NO    INVESTMENT 
WRITE   TODAY   FOR   DETAILS 
(Please include your home address) 
D. R. GOURLEY, President 
AUSTIN LIME CORPORATION 
X.  (2.  QftlaxMn 
2Wa<5 "cua \zcmpcmu; 3nc. 
P.    S.    McCOLLUM,    Owner 
The Official College Book and Supply Store 
Complete Line of College Stationery 
College Jewelry-Pennants-Stickers-Novelties 
RADIOS — Crosley - Fada — Priced Right 
TERMS Reasonable If Desired 
STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED 
Make   Our   Store   Your   Headquarters 
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DANCE REVIEW TO BE 
ENACTED TOMORROW 
To   Be   Used   For 
eraent of Cal- 
>n  School 
Tomu. a  two  act 
dance review en Circus Day 
in Dance Land will he presentel 
in (the Clemson Chapel for the 
henefit of       Clemson-Calhoun 
School Improvement Association 
by Miss Madelon Royce. 
Gay and colorful in its presen- 
tation, the review opens as soph- 
isticated Russian and Spanish 
belles, absent minded professors, 
babes, and men sit down strikers 
of Dance Land gather on the 
streets for the big parade. As 
they wait, the revelers amuse 
each other with spirited tapping 
and graceful toe dancing. Color- 
ful balloon pedlers attract at- 
tention to their wares through 
acrobatic stunts, and fortune 
tellers beg for coins. 
Unusual in its variety and en- 
tertainment, the musical show 
promises to be a highly specta- 
cular affair. Not since the Blue 
Key play has Clemson seen a 
show of this type, and a capacity 
crowd is expected to be present 
as  the  curtain  rises. 
Admission prices will be as fol- 
lows: 
Children      |0.15 
Adults        .25 
Cadets       .15 
Construction Underway On New Store 
For Clemson's Oldest Business Owner 
Judge   Keller   Announces 
That He will  Remain 
At Present Location 
Patronize   Tiger   Advertisers! 
Clemson's oldest merchant, 
Judge Keller, the patriarch of 
the mercantile business at Clem- 
son, has made the statement that 
•the campus need no longer won- 
der of his whereabouts and in- 
tentions. The Judge, for the 
time being, has picked up his 
various shoe-soles and sundry 
hardware utensils and temporari- 
ly has entrenched himself in the 
tin emporium situated behind his 
old establishment. There he will 
ply his trade until a new build- 
ing is erected at the present site 
of   his   old   establishment. 
The Judge has been at Cem- 
son for forty-three years, and he 
was a member of the first class 
which entered Clemson. During 
his first ten years here, he lived 
in the barracks and served as 
official tailor and designer for 
the uniforms of the entire corps. 
For the past thirty years Mr. 
Keller has operated his shop at 
the exact spot where it has stood 
until the last few weeks. The 
road, which passes the front of 
his establishment, was only a 
cow path in the nineties, but 
then, as now, the Judge was al- 
ways open for business, ever 
ready to supply at a moment's 
notice the needs of the lads who 
waited  until the  last moment to 
STANLEY APPOINTED 
EDITOR OF ANNUAL 
(Continued from page one) 
nine members of the present 
junior class. They are: R. M. 
Denny of Graniteville, photo ed- 
itor; T. I. Stafford of Charleston, 
advertisnig    manager. Jarvis 
Barnes of Brunson, literary edi- 
tor; F. E. Bobo of Gray Court, 
associate photo editor. F. W. 
Bagnal of Sumter, associate ad- 
vertising manager. R. J. Farm- 
er of Charleston, sports editor; 
J. G. Auerhamer of Edgefield, 
associate literary editor; F. L. 
Bell of Lancaster, feature edi- 
tor; and W. M. Dupre of Wal- 
halla,  associate  feature  editor. 
All of these men have had 
previous experience on the Jun- 
ior Staff and they are thoroughly 
familiar with the duties they 
have   to  perform. 
secure their white ducks. 
Only two of the campus people 
remember the exact date of Julge 
Keller's arrival at Clemson. Dr. 
R. N. Brackett and Mr. .Shanklin 
remember the January of J94 
when "Judge" Keller came thru 
the clearing and announced his 
intentions of opening the first 
mercantile business in Oconee 
county. 
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0 ANDERSON SERVICE STATION K 
Sinclair Products I 
Courteous and Efficient   Service 
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By 
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc. 
PHILADELPHIA 1 
rA 
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Compliments  of 
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY S 
/ 
-I 
i 
J 
Copyright 1937, LIGGETT «t MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
Taste that says "Come again" 
Mildness that says "Come often" 
... for the full measure of the good 
things you want in a cigarette 
we invite you to enjoy CHESTERFIELDS 
